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HEARING ON THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS
AFFAIRS VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 2005

U.S. HoUSe of repreSentativeS,     
SUbcommittee on economic opportUnity,

committee on veteranS’ affairS,
Washington, D.C.

    the subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:05 p.m., in room 
334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. John Boozman [chairman 
of the subcommittee] presiding.
    present:  representatives Boozman, herseth, Brown-waite, hool-
ey, Baker, evans, and nunes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BOOzMAN

    mr. boozman. Good afternoon.  The first hearing of the Economic 
opportunity subcommittee will come to order.
    Before we begin, i would like to introduce the members of the sub-
committee and share my thoughts on what the subcommittee should 
be about.
    the ranking member is ms. stephanie herseth, who represents 
the whole state -- i emphasize the whole state -- of south dakota.  
she’s been a member of the Veterans Committee since winning a spe-
cial election, and we are very, very pleased to have the opportunity to 
work with her as ranking member and i truly look forward to work-
ing with her in a very bipartisan way so that we can do some good 
things for veterans.
    on this side of the aisle, ms. Ginny Brown-waite, from florida’s 
5th district, is the Vice Chair, and certainly she has proven to be a 
true advocate for veterans, and we are very glad to have her aboard 
and welcome her counsel.
    and i am especially pleased that the ranking member of the full 
committee, lane evans, will be joining us.  Certainly mr. evans has 
done a tremendous job for veterans’ issues and his voice is always a 
valuable addition to our work.
    mr. richard Baker, from the 6th district in louisiana, as the chair-
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man of the financial services subcommittee on Capital markets 
brings a great understanding of how Va loan guarantee programs 
relate to real estate and financial markets.
    ms. darlene hooley comes to us from the 5th district of oregon.  
she brings a broad range of expertise in education, health care, and 
finance to the Subcommittee, and, again, I appreciate her past work 
on behalf of veterans.
    Our final member is a second term member from California’s 21st 
district, devin nunes.  he was raised on a family farm and is a man 
who knows what it is to grow up with dirt under his fingernails and 
the value of those who are close to this great nation’s soil.  so, again, 
we welcome him aboard and his commitment to veterans.
    the subcommittee title says what we are going to be about -- im-
proving the economic opportunities for veterans. while the economic 
opportunity subcommittee has jurisdiction over several other pro-
grams and will not ignore them, i intend to focus on the programs 
run by the Vocational rehabilitation and employment service, and 
the Veterans employment and training service.
    that means we’re going to look very closely, with the help of Gao, 
at the programs designed to put veterans to work or achieve a maxi-
mum degree of independent living.  it also means that Va and dol 
must gather the data necessary for them and us to determine the ef-
fectiveness of existing programs and to justify any new start.
    i strongly believe the Voc rehab and employment program should 
be the crown jewel of Va programs.  as such, it is vital that Va lead-
ership place increased emphasis on the program’s performance, es-
pecially in relation to its integration with the department of labor’s 
programs managed by the Veterans employment and training ser-
vice.  i note the presence of the word “employment” in the title of both 
programs, and if we accomplish nothing else, i want to see the two so 
closely tied as to be transparent to the disabled veteran.
    labor’s Vets has a special obligation to our veterans.  we have 
vested them with the responsibility of finding jobs for the unem-
ployed and disabled veterans.  we’ve got many questions about how 
well Vets is doing in that respect, and we will have an oversight 
hearing to determine their performance in the near future, as well as 
the performance of the homeless Veterans reintegration program, 
a grant program designed to get homeless vets off the street and get 
them ready to reenter the workforce.
    the uniformed services employment and reemployment rights 
act (userra) and the servicemembers Civil relief act also fall un-
der the jurisdiction of the subcommittee.  i want to make sure that 
these important laws continue to protect the rights and responsibili-
ties of our returning servicemembers, and we will do just that.
    the Gi Bill is perhaps the most famous piece of veterans’ legisla-
tion, and we look forward to ensuring it meets the goals of preparing 
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veterans for a lifetime of productive citizenship.
   finally, the loan Guaranty program has a distinguished history of 
improving home ownership for veterans. Va does a good job running 
the program, and my goal is -- i think our goal is to ensure that no 
one tarnishes that record. additionally, i want to look very closely at 
programs that make it easier for disabled veterans to not only buy a 
home, but also live comfortably in that home.
    i now recognize the ranking member, ms. herseth, for any re-
marks she has.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEPHANIE HERSETH

    mS. HerSetH. thank you, and good afternoon, mr. Chairman.  i’m 
very pleased to be here with you today as we commence the first hear-
ing for this newly established subcommittee on economic opportu-
nity.  I firmly believe that this Subcommittee will provide a valuable 
forum to discuss, examine and develop federal policy that will be a 
catalyst to enhanced economic and financial conditions for our ser-
vicemembers, veterans and military families.
    Indeed, I can think of no other segment of society that has sacrificed 
so much and requested so little in return throughout this nation’s 
history, including and especially through the past few years, than our 
troops, veterans and military families.
    mr. Chairman, before we begin, i want to congratulate you on your 
leadership of this subcommittee.  i look forward to working with you 
in a productive and bipartisan manner as we proceed through this 
109th Congress. i believe that we as well as everyone in the room can 
agree that the vocational rehabilitation and preparation for employ-
ment and reemployment of disabled veterans should be a top priority 
for the department of Veterans’ affairs.
    on that note, let me welcome everyone here today. i’m very inter-
ested in hearing the witnesses’ testimony and appreciate your will-
ingness to participate and assist us in our congressional oversight 
duties.  i understand that the Va’s Vocational rehabilitation and 
employment program has undergone serious programmatic changes 
and continues to implement certain recommendations from the sec-
retary’s Vr&e task force report.  i am pleased that the Va has 
taken this task force report seriously, and i look forward to moni-
toring the program’s next steps.
    Clearly, we have an obligation to improve Vr&e services, and i 
hope the Va continues to make the necessary efforts, including re-
source investments, to continue the progress that has been made.
    Specifically, I’m interested in examining the following areas during 
today’s hearing on the Vr&e program: accessibility of Vr&e ser-
vices in rural areas; seamless and accelerated transition services, 
especially for returning members of the national Guard and reserve 
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forces; the related issue of dod and Va cooperation with respect to 
Vr&e; data integrity; and Coordination of employment counseling 
services with other federal job training entities, as well as state voca-
tional rehabilitation services.
    mr. Chairman, vocational rehabilitation and independent living 
services are vitally important.  we and our colleagues on the subcom-
mittee all recognize this and are committed to making a difference in 
the lives of veterans and their families.
    Given the current military situation overseas and the current eco-
nomic situation in many states, this hearing is quite appropriate and 
timely for a number of reasons.  first, just as in south dakota and 
in arkansas and other states, we have a number of national Guard 
units that have been deployed, are waiting to deploy, have returned 
home from their initial deployments.  But at the same time, voca-
tional rehabilitation services and opportunities remain limited as we 
do not want to do anything to neglect the needs of veterans of past 
wars and military conflicts.
    i strongly believe that a top quality Vr&e program can assist in 
addressing these types of concerns with the needs of a new generation 
of veterans as well as those that have served in the past.  moreover, 
in my opinion, it’s the least that a grateful nation should provide to 
our disabled veterans.
    mr. Chairman, thank you again for holding this hearing and for 
your leadership on the committee.  i look forward to working with you 
on this very important subject.
    mr. boozman. thank you for those remarks.  let’s go ahead and get 
started then.  when we set up the hearing, we thought it would be 
good to hear from veterans who had been through the voc rehab pro-
gram.  we asked sergeant sean lewis to be with us today, and he’s 
currently at walter reed going through rehab there, and he’s unable 
to make it today.  so, again, like i say, hopefully, maybe at some other 
time we’ll be able to get him involved. and we certainly want to wish 
him a lot of luck as he goes forward.
    But we have mr. Joseph forney, a small businessman from Califor-
nia, who went through the program several years ago.  and then also, 
we have mr. Carl Blake from the paralyzed Veterans of america, who 
will provide us with the results of an informal survey that he did on 
our behalf.
    so, welcome.  why don’t you go ahead, mr. forney.

STATEMENTS OF JOSEPH K. FORNEY, FORMER VOCA-
  TIONAL REHABILITATION PARTICIPANT; AND CARL
  BLAKE, ASSOCIATE LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, PARA-
  LYzED VETERANS OF AMERICA

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH K. FORNEY
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    mr. forney. Good afternoon, mr. Chairman, ranking member, 
other members of the committee.  i appreciate it. it’s a privilege and 
an honor to be here today.
    i was thinking of sergeant lewis unable to make it is one of the 
prime examples of how hard it is to get a traditional academic educa-
tion.  when i spoke to mr. Brink about my testimony, and when he 
invited me, it made me reflect on how much fun it was to be in college, 
and how after 14 short years i got my four-year degree.
    a lot of the problem was because of my medical condition, which 
would cause me to start and stop school. it’s hard to be tethered to 
a time clock and a schedule when you have ongoing and changing 
medical conditions, especially with persons who have had severe dis-
abilities or injuries. that was part of the reason, plus the fact that i 
enjoyed college so much, that they had to pretty much kick me out. 
But it took so long to obtain a degree.
    oftentimes with persons with disabilities, severe disabilities, em-
ployment is very hard to get.  employers are not looking to take on 
extra risks or to help to ease the fit of a person with a severe disabil-
ity into their company.  it just doesn’t work.  the joke is besides my 
sparking personality, is i’m too unemployable to be employed and i 
had to be self-employed.
    i have nothing but good things to say about the Va and their voc 
rehab program and helping me to attend college. i just believe as an 
entrepreneur, if that option would have been made available to me, i 
think we could have saved a lot of time and money for both of us.
    as a matter of fact, in the last two years of school, i was actively 
running my business in California. we’ve had a state law for disabled 
veteran participation since 1990.  and i was running the same small 
business that i run today, and also attending college.
    Because my degree to be a p.e. teacher was not something that 
i was looking to actually engage in.  it was a way to just rehabili-
tate myself back into life.  and when i started it in 1980, of course i 
had every intention of getting out and getting right to it, but ongoing 
medical treatments, as i mentioned before, would cause me to start 
and stop.
    i think that if the Va was to look at entrepreneurship as a form of 
rehabilitation and help severely disabled veterans who are going to 
have a harder time finding employment because of their service-con-
nected disabilities, and then tie that into some sort of actual on-the-
job training or some sort of contractual basis, if the individual wanted 
to sell widgets and the Va had a need for widgets, if upon graduation 
of an entrepreneurial course they were to be considered for providing 
those widgets as part of their rehabilitation, i think that would be a 
good start to help build a base from which they could then go on to the 
public sector and with the -- i’ve been trained in buy low, sell high, 
and i provide these widgets to the Va.  i’d like to sell them to you as 
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a private corporation, i think that that would be an excellent way to 
help expedite the matter.
    and there again, not that i didn’t enjoy 14 years of college, the fact 
that if there was something that was more streamlined and geared for 
those who can’t be on a time clock, as sergeant lewis.  we all know 
how difficult it is to try to get over the smallest restriction.  But then 
to try to get over something as difficult as an amputation or some sort 
of paralysis, formal education and unemployment is just not a good 
-- entrepreneurial opportunities with the government might be a bet-
ter way to do that.
    i appreciate the committee’s time.  if there’s any questions i can 
answer, i’d be more than grateful.
 
[The statement of Mr. Forney appears on p. 31]
 
    mr. boozman. thank you very much.
    mr. Blake?
    Before we go on, real quick, mr. evans has joined us, and mr. 
evans is the ranking member, and he’s somebody that i’ve really 
enjoyed working with.  i’ve been on the committee since i’ve been in 
Congress, and somebody that i’ve really enjoyed working with mr. 
evans, and i know that nobody in Congress has a greater heart for 
veterans than lane evans, so.
    mr. evanS. well, maybe i should just shut up and sit down.  that’s 
a very complimentary introduction.  
    so, let me yield back my time at this point.
    mr. boozman. thank you very much.
    mr. Blake.

STATEMENT OF CARL BLAKE

    mr. blake. Chairman Boozman, members of the subcommittee, 
pVa would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify today on 
the Va’s Vocational rehabilitation and employment program.  hav-
ing submitted my full statement for the record, i will limit my com-
ments to the informal survey which you referred to of selected newly 
injured spinal cord injured veterans.
    as many of you know, pVa is an organization that represents veter-
ans who have suffered a spinal cord injury or disease.  our members 
rely on the services provided by Vr&e, particularly the independent 
living program, which helps them learn activities of daily living prior 
to even trying to gain employment once again.
    Because many of the recommendations of the task force report 
released in march of last year focused on the internal workings of 
VR&E or on cultural changes within the service, it is difficult to judge 
how the program has done at implementing some of the recommenda-
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tions made by the task force.
    furthermore, pVa is concerned that many of our members have 
not had the access to the new information being put out by Va.  of-
ten, severely disabled veterans needing dtap services, the disabled 
transition assistance program services, fall through the cracks, 
especially spinal cord injured veterans who may already be getting 
health care and rehabilitation at a Va medical center while still on 
active duty.
    Because these individuals are no longer located on or near a mili-
tary installation, they are often forgotten in the transition assistance 
process.  i can offer myself as an example of that, albeit a few years 
ago.
    in order to get a better idea of how the Vr&e program is serv-
ing veterans, pVa conducted the informal survey which i mentioned.  
the veterans that we interviewed, ten of them to be exact, represent 
approximately 20 percent of the total number of veterans who have 
incurred spinal cord injuries within the last two years.  i’d like to say 
that that’s a positive thing, because we are one of the few organiza-
tions where we really don’t encourage membership in our organiza-
tion, because the requirements are pretty drastic.
    It must be noted that the first contact that most of these veterans 
had with Vr&e was prior to the release of the task force report last 
year.  we asked them a series of questions, which i outlined in my full 
statement.  i won’t go over them again.
    each of the veterans contacted had initially come in contact -- or 
had initially come through a military medical facility prior to moving 
to a Va medical center with spinal cord injury centers there.  of the 
ten soldiers, four were operation enduring freedom and iraqi free-
dom veterans, and six were injured in the line of duty while at their 
home stations. 
    one of the four individuals who served in oef and oif was a 
national Guard member.  and all of the soldiers who had been inter-
viewed had already received a service-connected rating from the Va.
    three of the veterans interviewed were currently enrolled in the 
Vr&e program, but none of the veterans have actually completed the 
program as of yet.
    the other seven members were aware of the services provided by 
Vr&e but had chose not to participate at this time.  there are vari-
ous reasons as to -- or conclusions as to why that might be.  i won’t go 
into that.  we can discuss that if you’d like over questions.
    the four oef/oif soldiers actually found out about the Vr&e pro-
gram through programs conducted at the walter reed army medical 
Center.
    the six veterans who were injured at their home stations were 
transferred from the medical facilities at their installation to a Va 
spinal cord injury center that was nearest to their home or one that 
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they chose.  none of them were informed about the Vr&e service at 
the military medical facility.  however, all of them explained that 
they had been approached once they got to a Va medical center by a 
representative of Vr&e.
    and none of these six veterans participated in a tap or a dtap 
program.  this remains a serious concern, as i outline in my state-
ment, of pVa.
    two of the most recently injured veterans have actually seen the 
new video that we were briefed on by the Va last week that they’ve 
put out that details what the Vr&e service offers.  it focuses on the 
new five-track employment process that was one of the major rec-
ommendations of the task force report last year.
    they stated that it was a very informative video and that it opened 
their minds to possibilities that they had not considered, specifically 
as mr. forney mentioned, self-employment.  i don’t think it’s some-
thing that crosses most young soldiers’ minds right offhand after 
they’ve been injured.  and that opens up a whole new avenue of long-
term stability in their life and an employment avenue that they can 
take.
    the veterans who chose not to participate in the Vr&e program 
were given information on what to do if and when they decided to 
enroll.  and a couple of the veterans said that they were told that Va 
staff would follow up at a later date.  each of the soldiers who are 
currently enrolled in the Vr&e program said that their experience 
was positive, and that they discussed what they had hoped to achieve 
with Vr&e staff and they also had that discussion with myself.
    all three of the veterans entered in the program prior to the imple-
mentation of the new five-track employment process, and they indi-
cated they were not familiar with this process that was recommended 
by the task force.  when i explained it to them, though, they did, as 
i mentioned, express a lot of interest in it.
    two of those individuals were currently enrolled in college courses 
and -- i see my time is up, mr. Chairman. Could i have another min-
ute or so?
    mr. boozman. yes, very much.
    mr. blake. the one remaining veteran who was enrolled in Vr&e 
is currently enrolled in the independent living program, which is clos-
er to pVa’s heart because of the activities that they focus on.
    he explained that the independent living program staff has been 
very professional with him and worked to overcome the significant 
challenges that he faced.  he was a C-6 quadriplegic, so you can imag-
ine the things that he has to face day to day.  he even expressed a 
desire to seek employment through self-employment following com-
pletion of the independent living program, which is something that 
we’ve been trying to encourage more of our members to do because of 
the significant challenges that the severely disabled face in trying to 
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gain employment.
    although our survey does not provide clear evidence of what chang-
es the Va has made since the release of the Vr&e task force report, 
it does show that the Va is making i would say a good faith effort to 
address the needs of these soldiers.
    however, we still have concerns about the voc rehab program, as i 
outlined in the independent budget for fiscal year ‘06 and as I outline 
in my full statement.  many of these concerns were outlined by the 
task force report last year, and they made recommendations to ad-
dress many of these deficiencies.
    we feel that the Va must continue to move forward to implement 
the recommendations made by the task force report. ultimately, 
that can only create a better Vr&e service.
    we look forward to working with you, mr. Chairman, and the mem-
bers of the subcommittee to ensure that the Va pursues meaningful 
reforms to the Vr&e service.  and i’d be happy to answer any ques-
tions that you might have.
    thank you.
 
[The statement of Mr. Blake appears on p. 32]
 
    mr. boozman. thank you.  mr. forney, you expressed your dismay 
about wanting to kind of follow a different track; that you were actu-
ally kind of pushed into another one.
    your idea of the entrepreneurship training, how do you see that as 
working, specifically?  If you could set the program up, what needs to 
be there that you were lacking in that regard specifically?
    mr. forney. with any good program, you would want to be able 
to identify what the outcome is:  self-employment through entrepre-
neurial means.  and then with a contractor, some sort of stabilizing 
base at the end of a predetermined time to see -- a filtering mecha-
nism.  entrepreneurship is not for everyone.  out of all the veterans i 
talk to every day that say that the government has to buy 3 percent, 
i remind them, they don’t have to do anything.
    If we could have a good filtering process to determine who is best 
suited for entrepreneurship, and then with a contractual tie-in at the 
end of graduation.  it doesn’t take long to learn to buy low, sell high.  
But all the experience in the world, if there’s no payoff at the end, 
some direct reward for learning how to run and establish a small 
business, it would never fly.
    with all the things that the Va and the department of defense 
buys, it would be easy to find areas where they need to have certain 
goods and services.  and who better to provide those goods and servic-
es than the former employees of department of defense and veterans 
who are going through entrepreneurial training from the Va?
    So it would be a good filtering process to find out who not just wants 
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to but has the means and wherewithal to be in entrepreneurship.  i 
remember at the roundtable you said you had a business with your 
brother.  and you understand. you’re only working half days from 7 
to 7.  you’re the last one to get paid, and nothing’s guaranteed.
    But if there was that stabilizing factor of a contract at the end to 
provide that good or service, i think that would help to establish the 
returning veteran, and then they could go look for stuff in the private 
sector using that base contract as a starting point.
    mr. boozman. mr. Blake, tell me, you know, as a result of your 
study, what specific recommendations do you think that we need to  
go forward?
    mr. blake. well, mr. Chairman, i would have to say that the one 
downside to our survey is that the majority of the veterans that we 
interviewed went through Vr&e or had contact with Vr&e prior to 
the release of the study.  i think the important thing is, we have to 
start to identify individuals who have been injured just say in the 
last year or so that would be more likely to have come in contact with 
that program.
    the downside to the survey that we conducted was the vast ma-
jority of the members of our organization that i interviewed were 
injured either in afghanistan in 2002 or were injured in 2003.  the 
oif/oef veterans who we know that we have as our organization, 
part of our organization, were injured during the initial stages of 
fighting in Iraq.
    the other problem that i think we face is, there’s been a lot of 
discussion about the wonderful things going on at walter reed and 
Bethesda, and i can’t help but second that. But i think what gets lost 
in this is that there are veterans at home stations who are not cur-
rently deployed overseas who are assigned to their units and who are 
not -- just doing training or getting injured, and they don’t have the 
same kind of access to the services.
    they do have some and, you know, the tap and the dtap pro-
grams have come under a lot of scrutiny in the last couple of years.  
in fact i know you all i believe were supposed to have a hearing on 
it in the near future on the Vets service. and i think we have to 
make sure that it’s not lost that these veterans at their home stations 
should be getting the same services.
    we fully support the idea that the veterans who are in walter reed 
and Bethesda and Brooke and some other facilities are getting these 
services, but they’re like the center of the universe.  every -- all of 
the top notch services being directed there, and we can’t lose sight of 
the other locations that are around this country where veterans are 
at -- or soldiers are at every day.  they should be getting the same 
services, and i think it’s inconsistent, particularly when it comes to 
the tap program and even more so the dtap program.
    as i mentioned with our members, the problem that our members 
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face in getting dtap services is, almost as soon as they are injured, 
get a spinal cord injury, they’re moved to a military medical facility.  
But almost immediately they’re identified for going to a VA spinal 
cord injury center, because it’s just a fact that the department of de-
fense doesn’t have the capability to provide the type of rehab services 
that the Va sCi centers have.
    and so they want to move them as quickly as they can to ensure that 
they get quality rehab right away.  and somewhere in that transfer 
process, some of the important steps get lost, like going to dtap pro-
grams and some of the other services that all of the men and women 
going through the most obvious places right now are getting.
    mr. boozman. ms. herseth?
    mS. HerSetH. thank you.  mr. forney, i don’t have any questions, 
just appreciate your testimony, because i think it always helps to 
hear the specific examples and personal experiences that give us a 
better appreciation for the need for flexibility, whether that’s flex-
ibility in the types of programs through the formal education that’s 
offered, or beyond that in the type of structure that you’ve described 
today that provide each individual the flexibility to see which skill 
set and interest and motivation is best suited for each individual ser-
vice-connected disabled veteran, for what is the best to pursue and 
what opportunities should be there as you’ve described within both 
agencies, with the Va and the dod.  so i appreciate hearing from you 
today.
    and, mr. Blake, i recently had a meeting with some folks in south 
Dakota and Sioux Falls at our regional office, and we had folks from 
north dakota there as well, and the state president of south dakota’s 
pVa, Joel neimeyer was there, and a few other folks that had ben-
efitted and participated in the vocational rehabilitation program and 
echoed the point that you made that in the informal survey, those that 
got enrolled had some pretty positive experiences by and large within 
the program, and they couldn’t say enough positive things about the 
folks that were administering the programs in our region.
    so to come back to the whole issue of outreach, early intervention, 
how do we reach the folks that you’ve described, not only those that 
are active duty and deployed, but then those that perhaps are injured 
at their home installations?  then we have the national Guard and 
reserve component here as well.
    do you know -- and maybe pVa has been involved in each state 
national Guard and reserve force has been handling this a little bit 
differently, but do you see the need for the Va to reach out on the re-
gional level even more with each of the national Guard and reserve 
units or with the officers in each state to make sure, especially with 
this group of folks that are transitioning back to civilian life have the 
type of information that you’ve described?
    mr. blake. yes, ma’am.  i think the Guard and reserve has taken a 
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lot of attention, and those are a lot of the folks who are really getting 
lost in this.  But the one thing to remember is, most if not all of the 
national Guard and reserve units, when they come back from their 
deployment, they’re coming through a major military installation.  
they’re not coming -- they don’t necessarily go directly home.  and 
this is the perfect opportunity to get that information to them.
    and sometimes it’s a struggle to decide, do we want to get these 
soldiers home right away?  Because that’s the foremost thing in their 
mind.  or do we want to make sure that they get all of the infor-
mation that they need and all of their proper forms are filled out 
and that they understand everything that’s available to them before 
they’re let go?
    and that’s an ongoing struggle that we face.  But i think in the in-
terest of erring in favor of the long-term benefit of these soldiers, we 
can’t let them get away before they have everything that they need 
to know or we’ve inundated them with all the information that they 
need.
    mS. HerSetH. well, i couldn’t agree more.  and perhaps the chair-
man has heard this from some of the men and women he’s talked to 
in his district.  the folks that are coming back after those lengthy de-
ployments, and they’re coming back through a major military instal-
lation like you said, whether it’s fort sill or fort Carson or wherever, 
they just want to get through that process as quickly as possible. 
they haven’t seen their families yet.  you know, they’re there for that 
certain stage of deactivation before they get home. and they’re get-
ting a lot of information at once.
    And my concern is that, especially with staffing resources, whether 
-- that it really be focused not only administering the programs, but 
the outreach, so that these people don’t, once they get home, once 
they start that transition back with their families and what their 
needs may be, that it’s not just a one shot time of providing informa-
tion but rather being proactive and in part, you know, learning from 
the lessons of how we treated some Vietnam-era veterans, that we do 
what we can through the Va, through organizations like yours, to be 
much more proactive but dedicate the resources and the investments 
in doing that.
    mr. blake. one of the points, ma’am, that i got out of it was a 
number of them mentioned that they were told that there would be 
follow-up.  and i think that that can be lost.  the Va needs to under-
stand that these soldiers are expecting it, and they can’t shirk that 
responsibility.
    i was watching the senate committee’s hearing they had yester-
day, and they had a couple of the newly injured soldiers that testified 
before the senate Committee on Veterans affairs, and both of them 
brought up an interesting point that continuous follow-up needs to be 
done with these soldiers, even though they might decline Vr&e ser-
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vice initially, there’s so many things going through their mind right 
now and so many things that they’re focused on that that might not 
be at the forefront.
    and so the Va has to continue to follow up with these soldiers 
and not let them get away from them without absolute certainty that 
that’s not what they want to do.  we don’t want to run the risk of 
putting these young men and women out there, and then they face 
possibilities with mental health or substance abuse that results from 
not being able to get employment, or they face homelessness.
    i think the follow-up needs to be there so that we can stop -- head 
off some of these problems before they occur.
    mr. boozman. we’ve been joined by ms. Ginny Brown-waite from 
florida, and she is the Vice Chair of our committee.  it’s really been 
great to get to work with her, and we certainly appreciate her coun-
sel.
    mS. brown-waite. thank you very much, mr. Chairman.  i know 
how dedicated you are to this cause.  i have a large number of vet-
erans who -- a large number of military who were called up through 
national Guard units.  and one of the things that i found, and maybe 
this isn’t nationwide and this may be part of the problem, and i’m 
sure either one of you gentlemen can help me, is that with the na-
tional Guard units that that follow-up and the information is also 
supplied through the family coordinators back home -- the wives, the 
mothers who are very involved in family support.
    is that not being done nationwide?  is that part of the problem?  
Because i can tell you that the mothers and the wives are very inter-
ested in making sure that every possible benefit that the veteran is 
entitled to, that they -- if applicable, that they take advantage of.  so 
i’ll just be quiet and ask for your counsel and advice.  is it not being 
done nationwide?
    mr. blake. well, i would, ms. Brown-waite, i would offer up that 
that would be the perfect question for another member of my staff 
who happens to be deployed right now to afghanistan with the na-
tional Guard, and he could probably perfectly answer that question 
as to whether that information is being put out through the family 
readiness groups and the coordinators.
    having only served on active duty, i know when we were deployed, 
a lot of information was pumped out through family readiness groups.  
But that shouldn’t be the primary avenue.  it all falls back on making 
sure that the soldiers themselves get the information.
    i haven’t heard stories about whether it’s inconsistent or not.  i’d 
be happy to ask via the wonders of the internet my colleague who is 
overseas, or when he comes back, i’m sure he could give you a perfect 
answer to that question.
    mS. brown-waite. mr. forney?
    mr. forney. i wouldn’t know about how they’re followed up with the 
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reserves, but here again with the veteran being the principal bread-
winner, an elongated educational course that could go on for years as 
opposed to a shortened entrepreneurial, this is the perfect example.
    if you have a family to care for, to go through a long educational 
process to end up with a degree to hope to work for a big company 
somewhere down the line when the family is counting on you, i think, 
again, this is another good argument for self-employment, because 
we could start that and have a completion date and then self-employ-
ment much sooner than years of -- and it is always the wives and the 
daughters that try to -- because when you get out, you just want to 
just go home.  i -- when you said that.  But then when the reality sets 
in about i have to do something, now it’s hard to make that choice.
    mS. brown-waite. thank you.
    mr. boozman. mr. evans?
    mr. evanS. thank you very much.  you’re a good person to follow, 
because you bring up so many good points to us today.  and one of 
them is in 1970, ‘71, people getting out of the Marine Corps, 33 per-
cent had less than honorable discharges.  they weren’t getting any 
support from home or the community.  they weren’t in a position to do 
so many things like we think they should do, so people who have gone 
and defended this country in time of war, should get better help. 
    It’s a problem we face today.  And of course in the ‘70s, it was the 
voter employment programs referred to the old oJ training period, 
OJT.  It didn’t help them because the veteran was unqualified and 
wouldn’t be able to deal with the stress that they’d been through, 
never had any business background, never had a family that had that 
kind of situation.
    so how do we correct that?  you talked about entrepreneurial de-
cisions.  But, you know, i think we get caught up in the old rhetoric 
that the emergency -- I’m trying to think of the ‘70s, the Emergency 
Veterans employment. already just in the title of that bill there’s 
something that I think denigrates veterans unintentionally, inflict-
ed, self-inflicted perhaps.  But how do we get to the bottom of these 
things and make them work?
    mr. forney. again, that time element is so critical.  if we could get 
to the veteran with the severe disability, help them to see something, 
a light at the end of the tunnel, much quicker than the traditional 
education higher degree, but have something to keep them, because 
of that disconnect.
    and i forgot all about how the mind starts to play tricks on you.  the 
substance abuse, the homeless issue.  i forgot all about that.  we’ve 
got to keep these guys, these men and women busy and have them 
something to shoot for as opposed to what seems to be the brushoff.  
and if it was tied into once you get the career moving, the house, the 
spouse, you get it all, and that american dream that they’ve sacri-
ficed for.
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    you’re exactly right.  the time element is critical. if we could get --
and who better to buy things from disabled veterans than the largest 
federal employer, the department of Veterans affairs?
    mr. evanS. anybody else?
    okay.  thank you, mr. Chairman, appreciate your time and your 
interest.  we’ll continue to look at this issue as time goes on.  and i 
do like the fact that you’re being flexible.  What happened to us, the 
generation, we’re not going to be able to follow through and help ev-
erybody across the board.  But the ones that are saving, that can be 
saved.
    it seems to me that when you have a ten-year delimiting date, you 
hurt those people more than any other program i can think, because 
that’s for their educational benefits, and then suddenly you don’t have 
a plan.  i’m not trying to personalize this, but i know so many people 
that come back home, they had no plans, you know, been discharged 
with less than honorable discharges.  and it was a tough time, the 
whole era.  and i think we should be glad that they were there when 
we did it, but we ought to be giving us the help that we need when it’s 
our turn to start those small businesses, those mom-and-pop opera-
tions and so forth.
    so thank you for your testimony.  i appreciate it.
    mr. boozman. yes.  thank you very much.  one of the things i 
kicked around with staff yesterday was maybe the committee, and 
i need to talk to ms. herseth and her staff about this, but maybe 
us identifying a group, a small group, and not just the walter reed, 
Bethesda, but as you said, the scattered around, maybe just identify 
a very small group and then communicating periodically as they start 
this process and then that way, that would be a way for us to keep up 
besides all the other mechanisms that we have to see the pitfalls, you 
know, that they’re going through, and to help us better understand.
    you know -- nobody understands, you do in the sense of going 
through this.  But i think that might be something that helps us 
better understand as they run into the barriers that get erected.  so 
again, that’s something that we’ll kick around and see if that’s work-
able or not.
    But i think any help that we can get in understanding what’s going 
on, how we can improve, we really would be very grateful.
    so thank you very much for your testimony. 
    mr. blake. thank you, sir.
    mr. boozman. our second panel is comprised of from the Govern-
ment Accountability Office, the GAO, Ms. Cynthia Bascetta, Director 
of Veterans Health and Benefits Issues, accompanied by Ms. Irene 
Chu, assistant director of Veterans affairs and military health Care 
issues.
    ms. Bascetta, get yourself some water and get after it.
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STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA A. BASCETTA, DIRECTOR OF
  VETERANS HEALTH AND BENEFITS ISSUES, GOVERN-
  MENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE; ACCOMPANIED BY
  IRENE CHU, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, VETERANS’ 
  AFFAIRS AND MILITARY HEALTH CARE ISSUES

    mS. baScetta. thank you, mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee.  i appreciate your invitation for me to speak to you today 
about Gao’s views on the Vr&e program.
    the individual experiences of servicemembers from iraq provide 
compelling reasons to expedite assistance to help them overcome 
their combat-related injuries.  But from a societal point of view, given 
the projected slowdown in the growth of the nation’s labor force, it is 
of paramount importance that we support people with disabilities, in-
cluding veterans, to maximize their ability to participate in the paid 
labor force.
    our work is based on Gao reports dating back to 1984 when we 
first expressed concerns about VR&E’s focus on education rather than 
employment.  notably, 20 years later, the task force highlighted the 
need to establish an employment-driven process and to give Vr&e 
services priority within VBa, which has been dominated by claims 
processing rather than face-to-face service delivery.
    the task force also found that Vr&e has limited capacity to man-
age its growing workload and that it needs to redesign its program for 
the modern employment environment.
    my written statement provides the details of our broad agreement 
with the task force’s other findings and recommendations, so I’d like 
to direct my comments today to the challenges Va faces in transform-
ing Vr&e to a program for the 21st Century veteran.
    first, in accordance with rehabilitation principles, the Va needs 
to find ways to provide services as early as possible, particularly for 
servicemembers newly injured in combat.  unlike previous wars, bat-
tlefield medicine and body armor are saving the lives of more service-
members, although often at the price of severe disabilities.
    while technological advances such as new prosthetics are making 
it possible for some of these disabled servicemembers to return to 
military occupations, other will transition to veteran status and look 
for employment in the civilian economy.  Consequently, Vr&e has 
a significant opportunity to assist them in overcoming their impair-
ments and making a smooth transition.
    But individual differences and uncertainties in the recovery process 
are inherent challenges in determining the earliest time to begin voc 
rehab.  and in addition, Va and dod have not yet reached an agree-
ment for Va to have access to information that both agencies agree 
is needed to promote servicemembers’ recovery and their return to 
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work, either in the military or in the civilian life.
    also, Va needs policies and procedures for its staff to follow up 
with seriously injured servicemembers or veterans once they leave 
military hospitals.  We reported that some regional offices on their 
own initiative followed up to remind veterans who may not have been 
ready for services that they were still eligible for Vr&e.
    for those who might be receptive to Vr&e at a later date, policies 
and procedures from the central office for the regional offices to use in 
following up would help prevent these servicemembers from falling 
through the cracks.
    the second challenge is Vr&e’s outmoded information technology 
systems.  like the task force, we are concerned that Vr&e it sys-
tems are not up to the task of producing the information and analyses 
needed to manage the program, although we are aware that they are 
working on this issue.
    for example, many of their outbased locations still use slow and 
unreliable dial-up connections to access their automated case man-
agement system.  moreover, this system can generate only a snap-
shot of veterans in the program, but cannot now track their progress 
over time.
    managing workload is also complicated because the it system can-
not track the number of veterans who drop out of the program or who 
interrupt their rehabilitation plans.
    the third challenge Vr&e faces is the development of better re-
sults-oriented criteria to measure the long-term effectiveness of its 
services.  Currently, Vr&e still counts veterans as successfully re-
habilitated if they maintain gainful employment for 60 days.  this 
relatively short-term measure, however, may not accurately predict 
sustained employment over longer timeframes.
    in fact, in a 1993 report on state vocational rehabilitation agen-
cies, we found that the 60-day measure may not be rigorous enough 
because gains in employment and earnings of clients who appear to 
have been successfully rehabilitated actually faded after about two 
years.  the task force recommended longer-term measures, and the 
Vso’s independent budget suggested that Vr&e track rehabilitated 
veterans for at least two years.
    we are pleased to see that Va’s fiscal year 2004 performance and 
accountability report included two long-term, employment-based 
measures of effectiveness, the percentage of participants employed 
for 90 days and then for 270 days.  we also encouraged Va to con-
tinue to work with its federal partners, including the departments 
of labor and education, to develop better common measures of the 
effectiveness of voc rehab.
    this concludes my remarks, and i’d be happy to answer your ques-
tions.
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[The statement of Ms. Bascetta appears on p. 44]

    mr. boozman. thank you very much.  let me start. as far as levels 
of cooperation between the voc rehab staffs at the regional offices and 
the department of labor’s network of disabled veterans outreach pro-
gram specialists and local veterans employment reps in each state,  
are you finding that the level of cooperation, is it staying the same?  
is it increasing, decreasing?
    mS. baScetta. we have not looked at that recently, but i could note 
that the task force report from last year found that they were still not 
working together very well. and as i’m sure you are aware, this is a 
long-standing problem.  We noted it in our first report on VR&E back 
in 1984.
    some locations, however, according to the task force, do work well 
together, and they found that one of the problems was that the de-
partment of labor programs don’t require any standardized process-
es to work with their Va counterparts.  and as a result, there’s a 
great deal of inconsistency across the nation.  But in some locations, 
the task force had noted that different federal agencies were working 
well together.
    we have some broader concerns about Va working well with all 
its federal partners, including the state vocational rehabilitation 
agencies.  and i guess i’d just observe that it’s possible that through 
the development of the common measures, which is in a pretty early 
stage right now, perhaps this collaboration would improve.
    mr. boozman. okay.  thank you.  as a result of the -- you mentioned 
the task force recommendations -- Va added specialists to the skills 
mix and services provided by Vr&e.  i think voc rehab has hired 
over 50 employment specialists nationwide.  should the employment 
specialist be primarily a job finder or VR&E’s link to the veterans’ 
employment and training services network of disabled veterans out-
reach program specialists and local veterans employment represen-
tatives?
    mS. baScetta. that’s a good question.  i think ultimately what 
we want to do is get the veteran hooked up with the person who is 
connected to the employer.  in other words, we really are looking 
for -- whether it’s in the Vr&e service itself, or whether it’s in con-
cert with the dVops and the lVers, while indirect training, resume 
preparation, job coaching are all fine, it’s really that job contact with 
an employer that’s needed.
    And I think they need to sort out once they’ve figured out what 
their own workload is how they’re situated in the different locations 
and, you know, after they have a better handle on what the situations 
are in the local economies that they figure out whether they have the 
skills in house to make those contacts or whether they should use the 
dVops and lVers.
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    mr. boozman. do you have any idea why the voc rehab grads’ per-
formance faded after two years?
    mS. baScetta. i would have to go back to that report.  i don’t have 
the details at the top of my head right now.  i think that part of 
it, though, is simply that oftentimes people with disabilities need to 
have continuing support.  and i’m pretty certain that in the state vo-
cational rehabilitation agencies, which is what that report was about, 
follow-up was not part of the program.
    So to the extent that they might have faced difficulties at certain 
milestones in their labor force participation and didn’t get the kind of 
support they needed and didn’t know where to turn to to get it, they 
would exit employment.
    mr. boozman. thank you.  ms. herseth.
    mS. HerSetH. thank you, and thank you for your testimony.  i’ve 
got a specific question that is related but slightly different than the 
chairman’s as it relates to coordination and collaboration by the Va 
with other agencies.
    and the chairman’s question focused on department of labor.  and 
i’d like to focus a little bit on the department of defense, and to share 
with you an example, and then more as a segue into you addressing 
this issue and the need for early intervention and the communication 
between the agencies.
    when i was up at walter reed hospital visiting with a young man 
from south dakota, elk point, south dakota, had graduated from 
west point last spring, the spring of last year, and then became the 
head of this battalion in iraq, was part of the fallujah campaign, and 
was severely injured, and was receiving treatment at walter reed.  i 
went there to visit with him, and he was inquiring, since he was going 
to be going home for thanksgiving, how he would go about the best 
route to go about getting a ramp at their home to assist him in what 
those short-term needs were going to be while he was home before he 
returned to walter reed for another three surgeries.
    And we were talking with the official that was accompanying us 
during our trip to walter reed, and there was this discussion that 
took place about the fact that since he was still active duty, that the 
Va was going to be limited in what they could do perhaps, or there 
was going to have to be some sort of coordination or some sort of pro-
cess whereby the Va was dealing with the dod and the timeframe 
that that was going to occur.  and so i ended up encouraging his 
mother to just contact our president with the daV in sioux falls, 
who could be of some assistance in the short term.
    But we had another lengthier discussion then just about this tran-
sition for those suffering disabilities, that process and that timetable 
whereby they have to make a decision whether or not they’re going to 
stay active duty and come under the dod versus making a decision 
to leave the service and to then start accessing care and programs 
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from the Va.
    and so the need for early intervention, in addition to your report 
and findings of this month, you had a report in January of this year 
that dealt precisely with this collaboration that’s needed to expedite 
the services for seriously injured servicemembers.  and so in your 
opinion, has any progress been made on this matter since January?
    mS. baScetta. to my knowledge, Va and dod have still not signed 
the memorandum of understanding that would allow them to share 
what we view as some of the most basic data that Va would need to 
do a systematic job in keeping track of servicemembers or service-
members who transition to veteran status who would need Va’s ser-
vices and who could benefit from their services.
    But they are still actively working on the mou.  i hope that, shortly 
it will be agreed upon, but it has been more than a year.
    mS. HerSetH. thanks for sharing that information with us.  in the 
process of examining and evaluating the Vr&e program, has Gao 
encountered any programmatic issues that may need legislative rem-
edies?
    mS. baScetta. i don’t recall any.  i would like to look back at our 
reports though and answer more fully for the record.  none of our re-
ports recommend legislative remedies, in addition, the task force did 
not make recommendations that required legislative change.
    mS. HerSetH. okay.  i appreciate it.  thank you.
    mS. baScetta. mm-hmm.
    mr. boozman. ms. Brown-waite?
    mS. brown-waite. perhaps i should ask this question of the next 
witness from the Va, but what exactly is the problem?  what are the 
stumbling blocks on the memorandum of agreement between dod 
and Va?
    mS. baScetta. to our knowledge, and unfortunately, it has been 
very difficult to get clear information, primarily from DoD, there are 
two obstacles that we reported on in January.
    The first is that DoD was concerned about retention. They were 
concerned that if the Va approached servicemembers while they were 
still on active duty status and outreached to them about VA benefits 
that they might choose to leave the service.
    the other issue was hipaa and the privacy act, and that was with 
regard to sharing health information.  so part of what they were try-
ing to do in the mou was to ask only for names and ssns and much 
less on health care information unless they knew that the veteran 
was going to actually transfer to the Va, in which case they could get 
that information if the veteran or, you know, still servicemember, 
signed a release, or they could get the information under continuity 
of care.
    mr. boozman. mr. evans?
    mr. evanS. no questions.
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    mr. boozman. thank you all very much for your testimony, and we 
appreciate your hard work.
    mS. baScetta. thank you.
    mr. boozman. Thank you.  Our final panel is from the VA and is 
comprised of ms. Judy Caden, director of the Vocational rehabili-
tation and employment program, and is accompanied by mr. Jerry 
Braun, her deputy director, and mr. michael mclendon, a deputy 
assistant director for Va policy, who was a member of the Voc rehab 
and employment task force.
    We welcome you here.  I understand that this is your first time 
to testify as the head of the voc rehab.  well, we have something in 
common.  This is my first -- 
    mS. caden. Good.
    mr. boozman. -- outing as chairman of the committee.  so, go ahead, 
proceed.
    mS. caden. Great.  thank you.
    mr. boozman. it’s good to have you here.

STATEMENT OF JUDITH CADEN, DIRECTOR, VOCATION-
  AL REHABILITATION AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM,
  VETERANS BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION; ACCOMPAN-   
  IED BY JERRY BRAUN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, AND 
  MICHAEL MCLENDON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
  TARY FOR POLICY

    mS. caden. thank you, and thank you for providing me with this 
opportunity.  i’ll begin by discussing the progress we’ve made on im-
plementing the Vr&e task force recommendations, and then i’m 
going to discuss how we’re partnering with dol and the Vets pro-
gram, and then finally just give you a summary of the state of the 
Vr&e program today.
    fifty-one of the more than 100 recommendations submitted by the 
task force have been implemented, and the single most important 
recommendation and the cornerstone of the task force’s blueprint for 
redesigning the Vr&e program is that of the 5-track employment 
model.  this improved approach refocuses us, the Vr&e program, on 
the main goal of employment.
    to prepare for national implementation of the 5-track employment 
model, we have established job resource labs at four of our regional 
offices, which are piloting the new focus.  A 30-minute video has been 
developed to provide an orientation and ensure that veterans receive 
clear, concise and accurate information about the program.
    specialized training for the new employment coordinators at the 
pilot sites has been completed, and we’ve recently purchased a web-
based tool to assist in the delivery of effective employment services 
within those labs.
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    this tool will assist veterans to develop their interview, resume 
preparation skills, and it will also help them research the job market 
in their area, career fields and potential employers.  We expect na-
tional deployment of the 5-track employment model to begin early 
in fiscal year 2006.
    The Task Force recommended redesigning VR&E’s central office 
staff, and central office positions have been created to focus on em-
ployment, independent living services, training and outreach activi-
ties, contract management, policy development and data collection 
and analysis.
    the task force recommended the continued use of trained pro-
fessional contract counselors, improved management of contract ser-
vices, and improve the administration of the disabled transition as-
sistance program or dtap.
    we have put in place a contract management training program for 
field staff that requires annual skills updates and certification, and in 
January, we distributed to the field stations a quick reference guide 
called a Quick Book, highlight the Vr&e program.  and this enables 
the field staff to present information about the VR&E program to 
separating servicemembers in an easily understood manner.  and it’s 
something that they can walk away with.
    To further improve the DTAP briefings, we’ve developed a Pow-
erpoint presentation with an accompanying briefing script.  And so 
along with the powerpoint, the script, the Quick Books and the ori-
entation video that i mentioned, will greatly improve the quality and 
consistency of our outreach briefings for separating servicemembers.
    the task force proposed that we improve training and seek part-
nerships to help us deliver this benefit.  We’ve conducted training 
for field managers on policy, procedures and data analysis.  We have 
had week-long classes on independent living and self-employment.  
We have done satellite broadcasts for the field and also for DOL field 
people on traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and ptsd.
    we are actively seeking to partner with a wide variety of organiza-
tions.  we’re working with the Council of state administrators of Vo-
cational rehabilitation, and we have agreements with home depot, 
YMCA and Helmets to Hard Hats that focus specifically on employ-
ment.
    we’re actively participating with other organizations to strengthen 
our coordination and outreach efforts with the goal of achieving a 
seamless transition for oif and oef veterans.  and we’re also work-
ing with our counterparts in Vha, within the Va, to develop and 
issues policies on priority medical care and services for veterans that 
are participating in the Vr&e program.
    we have an ongoing partnership with the department of labor.  
We have VR&E staff in the 57 regional offices and more than 100 out-
based offices that work very closely with DOL’s DVOPs and LVERs.  
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there are currently 71 dVops and lVers co-located in 35 of our 
regional offices and in 26 of our outbased locations.  And we also have 
VR&E personnel in three of the DOL offices.
    we’ve collaborated with dol on training for case managers as well 
as for dVops and lVers.  we’re working on a draft memorandum 
of understanding -- it’s really an updated mou -- with dol, and we 
are meeting with them on a frequent basis to look at what we’re doing 
now and what we can do in the future together.
    we think our efforts have proven to be steps in the right direction.  
we’ve seen improvements in the quality, accuracy and timeliness of 
work performed at the field stations.
    i just have a little bit more.
    mr. boozman. no, no.  Go ahead.  you can take whatever time you 
need is fine.
    mS. caden. for example, in that area, the average number of days 
that a veteran spends in evaluation and planning status decreased 
from more than 150 days at the end of February ‘04 to less than 120 
days in february of 2005. and in that same period, there was an 
increase in the number of veterans successfully leaving the program 
after completing either their employment or their independent living 
goals. That figure was up from 9,636 at the end of February of ‘04 to 
close to 12,000 at the end of february of 2005. so we think the initia-
tives we have going on and what we have planned will continue to 
have a positive impact on the services we provide.
    mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement, and i’d be happy to 
respond to any questions you or other members might have.
 
[The statement of Ms. Caden appears on p. 61]
 
    mr. boozman. thank you very much for your testimony, and we 
really do appreciate your hard work.  i know you and your staff are 
working very hard to solve some of these problems.
    i understand recently that you met with a company looking into 
hiring disabled veterans.  Can you tell us a little bit about that?
    mS. caden. we did.  in fact, we’ve been approached by a number of 
companies, and it’s proven to be very fruitful, but yesterday we met 
with a company that they specifically run call centers, but they’re 
looking to partner with other companies with other types of jobs in 
managerial positions.
    But what intrigued me and another member of my staff the most 
was for the veterans that we have in our independent living program, 
that employment right now isn’t feasible, isn’t the right approach, 
but we would hope down the road, when they mentioned that with a 
call center you can do the work at home, that clicked.  and so we’re 
definitely going to look at that and try and pursue that and maybe get 
some of the independent living.
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    i think as we heard the gentleman from pVa mention, that that 
would be something that might really benefit some people, and that’s 
a group we really need to concentrate on. so i think it will be really 
helpful in the future.
    mr. boozman. The regional office voc rehab staffs, do they have 
a formal relationship with the state adjutant generals, or how does 
that work?
    mS. caden. We have -- it varies from office to office.  About 45 of 
our offices have formal agreements with the state programs, working 
with the dVops and the lVers. what i hope to get out of this next 
generation of the memorandum of understanding with dol is that 
we’ll have that everywhere, and that we will strength that relation-
ship and basically make it a requirement.  pretty much it’s been left 
up to the states.
    mr. boozman. mr. mclendon, do you think that the level of data 
collected by all of the VBAs business lines is sufficient to provide rig-
orous program analysis and evaluation?
    mr. mclendon. i think the simple answer to that question is no.  
historically, if you go back and look at the various reports that our 
friends from the General Accounting Office have written about VA 
and a lot of internal reports from Va that one of the issues that’s 
always been a challenge for us has been data.
    and there’s been quite a bit of work that has been done in the last 
couple of years to try to begin to address that program.  in VBa, 
they’ve invested quite a bit in it modernization to work on those is-
sues.  Vha of course has got Vista and a lot of systems.  But, mr. 
Chairman, that remains one of our challenges.
    mr. boozman. ms. herseth?
    mS. HerSetH. i’ll just echo the appreciation that the chairman 
expressed for the work that you do on behalf of our veterans and 
their families and with all of the folks that work with you out of the 
regional offices around the country.
    i’ll just start out with -- i’ve got a couple of questions, but i’ll just 
start out with the one that i posed a little bit earlier to the prior panel, 
and that is, ms. Caden, can you say today, and are you in a position, 
the folks that you work with there at the Va, if the memorandum of 
understanding with the dod was sort of in front of us today, is the 
Va ready to sign it?
    mS. caden. i checked on that before i came here today, and my 
understanding, it is ready to be signed.  i think that we have cleared 
the hurdles with both dod and at Va, our own, and i’m told it should 
be signed any time.
    mS. HerSetH. okay.  if you could, just as soon as it is, or if you 
have any updated information to share with the chairman and other 
members --
    mS. caden. sure.  absolutely.
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    mS. HerSetH. -- of the committee, i’d appreciate that.
    mS. caden. absolutely.
    mS. HerSetH. And could you discuss the staffing, both short-term 
and long-term staffing plans?  Because I’m a little concerned, and I 
think part of what we discussed with the first panel was this need for 
follow-up with newly injured servicemembers.
    and part of the discussions we had in a very productive way with 
the chairman of the full committee and with mr. Boozman and my-
self about the full-time employees to make sure that we were able to 
request retaining the 14 or so that had been proposed to be cut out of 
the administration’s proposed budget.
    But i’m concerned that, you know, that we have the adequate 
resources so as not to hinder the full implementation of the task 
force’s recommendations, and to particularly address this issue of 
follow-up in the outreach in addition to administering the programs, 
particularly in light of plans set forth five, six years ago for attrition 
of those who may retire and the need now to pass along that wisdom 
and institutional expertise to new full-time employees to take over 
the program.
    mS. caden. okay.  a couple different things i can say in there.  first 
of all, i would like to address the follow-up issue.
    we recently put in place a requirement -- we did it in march in a 
letter that went out to all the field stations, and specifically for VR&E 
requiring follow-up with oif/oef individuals who have at the point 
we do that initial contact with them, if they decline Vr&e services 
because of their medical issues, it’s not the right point in their life to 
start the program, that we are requiring follow-up within one year.
    and it can happen earlier, it could happen at several times during 
that year, but we are requiring our VR&E staff in the field to per-
form that follow-up, because we don’t want to lose anybody, and we 
do want them to remember that the program is there for them when 
they’re able to take advantage of it.
    As far as staffing goes, we’re not losing any. We’re not gaining a 
lot right now, but we think we’re in a good place.  as we roll out the 
5-track model and we see how that works, we will be probably look-
ing to leverage maybe some of the task force recommendations for 
staffing.  They recommended an increase of about 200 FTE for the 
Vr&e program.
    They recommended an increase in central office staff which I was 
able to increase my staff by about 10 to get us the expertise we need-
ed in those areas i mentioned of independent living, outreach, data 
analysis and that type of thing, and employment of course.
    But i think the most important area we want to look at is that 
employment coordinator position that we are going to be testing that 
will have to work with dol, with the leVrs and the dVops, and 
we’ll see how that rolls out and how successful it is.  and at that 
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point, we’ll see what we need in that area.
    mS. HerSetH. i appreciate that.  i was hoping maybe we’ll still 
see some sort of increase, but given those recommendations, and as 
you’ve heard from some of the other questions posed, particularly 
with the national Guard and reserve, i think there are just some 
unique issues there as it relates to outreach and administering the 
programs and when that follow-up occurs.
    and i appreciate the fact that there is a requirement now just to 
-- there’s just so much going on with these folks.
    mS. caden. absolutely.
    mS. HerSetH. that it’s important to let them ease into things and 
reevaluate what their needs and what they might want to take ad-
vantage of with the programs available.
    and if i might, i think the time is running short, but one last 
question.  you made reference to the independent living program as 
it relates to some of the companies that have approached you and 
that you’re in conversations with. how does the independent living 
program fit into VR&E’s future plans beyond what you’ve discussed?  
and do you support an increase to the annual cap on participants?
    mS. caden. we’re looking at the annual cap all the time, and we 
haven’t gone over it, and sometimes that’s because we’re very careful 
towards the end of a fiscal year, we will be watching it.
    and i think this year will be very important to watch, because with 
more people coming back from oif/oef, there may be a need_and 
i would like to be able to get back to you on that as we watch our 
numbers and look at where we’re going.  and the independent living 
is a very important part of our program.  It’s one of the five tracks.  
and we’re trying to concentrate on it, but we also want to keep em-
ployment as a goal.  and so we really want to work and see how that 
works out.  that’s why this conversation we had yesterday on a call 
center was quite interesting.
    mS. HerSetH. thank you very much.
    mr. boozman. mr. evans?
    mr. evanS. no questions.
    mr. boozman. let me follow up a little bit, and ms. herseth, if she’d 
like to follow up also it would be great.  the task force recommended 
that the VBA field offices revise the resource allocation model to base 
the regional offices’ funding for contract services on local estimates of 
the volume and types of services and the actual cost of the services 
rather than the ro’s percentage of the national workload.
    i guess my question is, can you tell us, how you allocate things now, 
so we can better understand?  and then, two, if you’ve implemented 
this change, and if so, great.  you know, if you haven’t, what’s the 
deal, or?
    mS. caden. okay.  i’m probably going to turn over this to dr. Braun, 
because he’s been on the team that’s worked on the resource alloca-
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tion.  But just very quickly, it’s a joint effort done -- my staff, central 
office staff, works with our office of field operations.  And, Jerry, do 
you want to talk a little bit about the process?
    mr. braUn. There’s two VR&E field officers, field managers that 
are on the resource allocation management team, as well as the folks 
representative from central office.
    Currently, that’s -- the percentage of workload is a prime indicator 
in terms of what resources are allocated both in the contract arena as 
well as in the fte arena.  among the factors we look at are pending 
workload as well as outcome-type factors.
    the concept of inviting -- and as mrs. Caden referenced, this team 
meets once a year prior to the fiscal year, the new fiscal year, the 
concept of inviting the input of the field in terms of what they spent 
last year, what they expect to spend in the upcoming years, and what 
their special needs are, will be incorporated into our -- this year’s 
summer meeting on the matter.
    mS. caden. Just to follow up, we do look at what they spent in the 
past year.  this year we’ll probably delve into that in some more de-
tail.
    mr. boozman. ms. herseth?  i want to thank all of the witnesses 
who came here today.  we’ve heard about some really good successes 
and some challenges facing the voc rehab and employment program 
and suggestions on how the program can improve.
    i think we can note with pleasure the examples of Vr&e, Vets 
cooperation.  i would offer that the Gao’s comments and continual 
findings concerning the VR&E’s inability to put disabled vets in jobs 
and the lack of the necessary staff skills to meet that goal is some-
what troubling.  and while progress is being made, i hope that the 
Va will accelerate its efforts to achieve a more transparent relation-
ship with Vets.
    i don’t think anyone expects Va Voc rehab to replicate the ser-
vices offered by the department of labor’s Vets.  rather, it’s com-
mon sense that Vr&e develop a close working relationship with the 
VETS national staff and the regional office staff blends their opera-
tions with the dVops and lVers.
    I look forward to significant progress in the future.  And we would 
appreciate you mentioned the memorandum of understanding.  if 
you could send that over.  and i feel like we need to have a signing, 
where we can all get together and you can give us each a pen.  in fact, 
you ought to do that, is sign a little bit and just sign with -- so we can 
all have a pen that you do it with.
    so, we want to assure you that we’re going to press the department 
of labor to meet its obligations in its regard also.
    i want to thank the testimony of mr. forney and especially in the 
sense of coming over.  i want to thank him for his service.  and then 
also i’d like say that any member of the committee also has the op-
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portunity to submit written statements.
    ms. herseth?
    mS. HerSetH. again, thank you, all of you for being here, those 
that testified on today’s panels and those that are here as advocates 
for and concerned about our nation’s veterans.  i think as it relates 
to the fact that this is our first Subcommittee hearing with this new 
committee is an important one to ask these types of questions to see 
what the progress has been in light of the task force recommenda-
tions, in light of the need for making limited resources go as far as we 
can make them go.
    and it’s the coordination and communication between agencies like 
the department of labor and like the department of defense that 
are going to help us in that respect, and so i appreciate getting some 
updated information on those two areas in particular.
    But thank you for your work.  we’ll look forward to working with 
you in the future.  and in the questions that we all posed today, as 
you come across information that you think may be helpful to us or 
to our staffs, if you could forward that along to maintain kind of this 
ongoing dialogue on particularly the primary issues we focused on 
today in the Vr&e program.
    thank you very much.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
    mr. boozman. thank you.  the meeting is adjourned.
 
    [Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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    Good afternoon.  The first hearing of the Economic Opportunity 
subcommittee will come to order. 
    Before we begin, i would like to introduce the members of the sub-
committee and share my thoughts on what this subcommittee should 
be about.
    the ranking member is ms stephanie herseth who represents the 
whole state of south dakota.  she’s been a member of the Veterans 
Committee since winning a special election and i am very pleased to 
have her as the ranking member and look forward to working with 
her.
    on this side of the aisle, ms Ginny Brown-waite from florida’s 
5th district is the Vice Chair and she has proven to be a true advo-
cate for veterans.  i’m very glad to have her aboard and welcome her 
counsel.
    i am especially pleased that the ranking member of the full com-
mittee will be joining us.  lane evans is no stranger to veterans is-
sues and his voice will be a valuable addition to our work.
    richard Baker is from the 6th district in louisiana and as the 
Chairman of the financial services subcommittee on Capital mar-
kets, brings a great understanding of how Va loan guaranty pro-
grams relate to real estate and financial markets.
    ms. darlene hooley comes to us from the 5th district of oregon.  
she brings a broad range of expertise in education, healthcare and 
finance to the subcommittee and I appreciate her past work on behalf 
of veterans.
    Our final member is a 2nd term member from California’s 21st dis-
trict, devin nunes.  he was raised on a family farm and is a man who 
knows what it is like to grow up with dirt under his finger nails and 
the value of those who are close to this great nation’s soil.  welcome 
aboard.
    the subcommittee’s title says what we are going to be about…im-
proving the economic opportunities for veterans.  while the economic 
opportunity subcommittee has jurisdiction over several other pro-
grams and will not ignore them, i intend to focus on the programs 
run by the Vocational rehabilitation and employment service and 
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the Veterans employment and training service.
    that means we are going to look closely, with the help of Gao, at 
the programs designed to put veterans to work or achieve a maxi-
mum degree of independent living.  it also means that Va and dol 
must gather the data necessary for them and us to determine the effectiveness of 
existing programs and to justify any new start.
    i strongly believe the Voc rehab and employment program should 
be the crown jewel of Va programs.  as such, it is vital that Va lead-
ership place increased emphasis on the program’s performance, es-
pecially in relation to its integration with the department of labor’s 
programs managed by the Veterans employment and training ser-
vice.  i note the presence of the word employment in the title of both 
programs and if we accomplish nothing else, i want to see the two so 
closely tied as to be transparent to the disabled veteran.
    labor’s Vets has a special obligation to our veterans.  we have 
vested them with the responsibility of finding good jobs for unem-
ployed and disabled veterans.  i have many questions about how well 
Vets is doing in that respect and we will have an oversight hearing 
to determine their performance in the near future as well as the per-
formance of the homeless Veterans reintegration program, a grant 
program designed to get homeless vets off the streets and get them 
ready to reenter the workforce.
    the uniformed services employment and reemployment rights 
act (userra) and the servicemembers Civil relief act (sCra) also 
fall under the jurisdiction of the subcommittee.  i want to make sure 
that these important laws continue to protect the rights and respon-
sibilities of our returning servicemembers and we will do just that.
    the Gi Bill is perhaps the most famous piece of veterans’ legisla-
tion and i look forward to ensuring it meets the goals of preparing 
veterans for a lifetime of productive citizenship.
    finally, the loan Guaranty program has a distinguished history of 
improving home ownership by veterans.  Va does a good job running 
the program and my goal is to ensure that no one tarnishes that re-
cord.  additionally, i want to look very closely at programs that make 
it easier for disabled veterans to not only buy a home, but also live 
comfortably in that home.
    i now recognize the ranking member for any remarks she may 
have.
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